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the font i am most familiar with is zapfdingbats which is a free font (according to the link you provided),
but is also not very readable, especially with bolding. i would suggest downloading and testing the free
wingdings font, which is a lot more usable, but there is no 'underline' to remove. if you don't like it, you

can always download the free wingdings font and remove it from the font. i also find it a lot easier to
read and sometimes prefer it when i'm writing. you would also need to save the font in the registry at

hkey_local_machine\software\microsoft\windows\currentversion\fonts, and make it the default font in the
'select font as default'. note: this is only used for text files, it does not apply to graphics and other

formats. i also have been using the free font fri-thu for a while, but i did not pay for it (and i don't care for
it as much as zapfdingbats), but there are other options as well, as i only have a handful of fonts in my

collection. if you like the zapf dingbats, i recommend downloading it, opening it in ms word or anywhere
that reads type 1 or truetype fonts, and using the 'properties' option, and removing the underline. i found

that you cannot do that with the slight anachronism, so you have to remove the underline somewhere
else in the font. i don't seem to be able to find out whether the text i copied off of this page was created
from the zapf dingbats font itself, or some other font. i'd suggest you contact zapf's author or someone

else who uses the font. maybe you could find out from that user how this text was produced.
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not the version of ttf-zapfdingbats at www.microsoft.com/fonts -- at least not as such. microsoft has
no formal licensing agreement with zapf. the zip file contains a subset of the zapf dingbats font

family. a little grim, wouldn't you say. it's true that compatibility problems exist between the
zapfdingbats.ttf font and newer version of many operating system, we have a serie of patches that
fixes this pb. but i hope will be able to fix this problem definitively. damn, i'm not sure, i can't find a
file zapfdingbats.pfb in the font set. i am looking into the file structures of a.pfb,.otf, and.ttf file to
determine if there is any way it would be accessible in the font set without having that file. if it is

there, then someone would know that it would be accessible. it could be in a different font set or in a
non-standard location. the ttf-zapfdingbats isn't a font, it is a collection of glyphs. the ttf-

zapfdingbats doesn't contain the zapfdingbats.ttf (or any other font) nor zapfdingbats.pfb. again, the
zapfdingbats.ttf is contained in the zip file. the resolution above is just an example, it's because it's
part of another font. you can find other resolutions for your file in the archives. the page contains all
the raster formats supported by the font as well as the vector formats. all fonts on fontforyou.com

are free for personal use, i am not making any money from this, even though some of the fonts may
contain commercial use licensing. if you choose to use any copyrighted work from fontforyou.com on
a web page, blog, or publication, i ask that you give appropriate attribution. if you are the owner of a

font listed at the font repository and would like it removed, i will be more than happy to. please
email me at manoj.7@gmail.com with a link to the page or file where you found the font, a

description of the problem, and if possible, a replacement file. all other complaints and/or copyright
infringement claims will be handled as they come in. 5ec8ef588b
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